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1.Title of the program : “Talk on Human Rights”

2.Name of the Coordinator/s : Sri. Ajan K A

3.Organizing Department/Cell: Department of Mathematics

4.Date : 20/09/2019

5.Number of participants: 90

6.Venue: Seminar Hall, S.N. M. College, Maliankara

7. Resource Person : Adv. N.S. Ajay, Taluk Legal service Committee

8. Objective of the Program :

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics at S.N. M. College, Maliankara organized a
talk on Human Rights for the final year undergraduate students. The objective of the event
was to enhance the students' understanding of human rights, particularly focusing on Article
33, Fundamental Rights, rights for children and women, and the misuse of mobile phones.
The talk aimed to raise awareness and foster a sense of social responsibility among the
students.

9. Detailed description of the event:

Opening Prayer:

The program commenced at 1.30 PM with a prayer by Ms. Sreelakshmi Dileepkumar, a
second-year undergraduate student from the Department of Mathematics and Statistics.

Welcome Address:

Ms. Gopika T. G., the Secretary of the Mathematics Association, welcomed all the attendees to
the program, expressing gratitude for their presence and participation.

Presidential Address:

Dr. C.M. Sreejith, the principal of S.N. M. College, Maliankara, delivered the presidential
address. He emphasized the importance of human rights in society and their relevance to the
students' lives. Dr. Sreejith also released the manuscript, which served as a guide for the
talk.

Talk by the Resource Person:

Adv. N.S. Ajay, representing the Taluk Legal Service Committee, served as the resource
person for the talk. He discussed various topics related to human rights, including Article 33,
Fundamental Rights, rights for children and women, and the misuse of mobile phones. His
informative and engaging presentation provided valuable insights into these areas,
promoting a better understanding of the subject matter among the students.

10. Outcome of the event/Evaluation by Program Coordinator:

The talk on Human Rights proved to be highly informative and enlightening for all the students.



The objective of raising awareness and fostering a sense of social responsibility was
successfully achieved. The students gained a deeper understanding of the significance of
human rights, particularly in relation to the rights of children and women, as well as the
potential risks associated with the misuse of mobile phones.

The talk facilitated discussions and encouraged the students to think critically about human
rights issues. It empowered them to become advocates for human rights and agents of positive
change in society. The event provided a platform for students to engage in meaningful
dialogue, promoting a greater understanding of the importance of upholding and protecting
human rights.
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